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Why is it so important to speak your mind? It

is important for your own sake. Speaking your

mind is essential because it reveals your truth

to the world. You should never feel guilty to

talk what is in your mind. As long as you're

ready to accept the consequences, it is not

okay to keep things unspoken. Words spoken

with conscience really have the ability to have

a potential impact on minds of the listeners.
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A prime tourist spot in Tripura, Unakoti is an

ancient pilgrimage centre. Many of the rock

carvings here depict the life of Lord Shiva as

well as other instances from the Hindu

Mythology. Sculptures of the Nandi Bull, Lord

Ram , Lord Ganesha , Lord Hanuman and Lord

Ganpati can also be seen here Unakoti also

makes a good place for hiking, trekking and

other activities given the terrain and the

natural offerings of the area.

Chakauri, Uttarakhand 

M U S T  V I S I T  
 S E C R E T
D E S T I N A T I O N S
I N  I N D I A

A hill station in the Pithoragarh district, in the

Kumaon Division of Uttarakhand, India.

Chaukori is adorned on the lofty peaks of the

western Himalayan range with snow-capped

mountains, verdant valleys, deodar and

rhododendrons, and picturesque views as far

as the eye can go. The stunning Panchachuli

peaks are visible from this paradisiacal

location.

Unakoti, Tripura
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Tucked away in the forbidding mountain-

scape of Arunachal Pradesh, Ziro Valley is an

entrancing holiday destination in North East

India. The place is great for adventure seekers

too; whether one is looking forward to a soul-

captivating trekking experience, a jungle

camping fun or wildlife exploration, Ziro is not

going to leave anyone disappointed.

Sandakphu, West Bengal

Sandakphu is the highest peak in the state of

West Bengal, India. It is the highest point of

the Singalila Ridge in Darjeeling district on

the West Bengal-Nepal border. The peak is

located at the edge of the Singalila National

Park and has a small village on the summit

with a few hostels. Four of the five highest

peaks in the world, Everest, Kangchenjunga,

Lhotse and Makalu can be seen from its

summit.

From Sandakphu, the best view of the

mountain Kanchenjunga is possible, which is

known as the Sleeping Buddha or the

Sleeping Shiva.

Ziro Valley, Arunachal

Pradesh
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The only hill station in Assam, Haflong is quite

a lovely place for a holiday in North East India.

Boasting of rich wildlife, green rolling hills and

tranquil ambiance, Haflong is an offbeat place

to travel for nature lovers.

Dawki, Meghalaya 

The crystal clear waters of the Umngot River,

the lush landscapes, the rustic lifestyles, and

the riverine beaches are the main highlights

of Dawki and Shnongpdeng.

With waters so clear, you can peer into the

bottom and count the stones – that is how the

Umngot River can be described during the

peak pre-monsoon, autumn, and winter

seasons. You will witness a blend of cultures

and changing topography as the hills merge

into the plains of Northern Bangladesh. 

Haflong, Assam
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To find peace 

Amidst clusterfuck of misery, 

All I need is but a way 

To rewrite my history! 

My mask of sanity slips away, 

But there's nobody to tell the tale. 

Even gods won't see it coming, 

When a vile evil hides under the veil!

Peace

Debanjana Ghosh 
18, Student
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P E R S O N A L
B R A N D I N G

The process of developing a brand identity

for a person or a business is known as

personal branding. As the name implies,

this is a brand for you or your company. In

essence, it is the way you represent your

company to the world, guarantee that

your targeted market is aware of who you

are, what you stand for, and why they

should choose you over your rivals. 

Not only marketing but being your own

marketer is a key component of personal

branding. In order to gain respect from

and confidence of your peers and clients,

you must stand up for yourself and your

company. 

S N E H A  K O L E Y

W H A T  I S  P E R S O N A L  B R A N D I N G ?
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Making an impact is more crucial than

ever in a time when people’s attention

spans are dwindling by the minute. The

best way to accomplish this is through

developing a strong and significant

brand identity. You need to build a

successful brand if you want to build a

successful business.

People who are familiar with you and

your company will have greater faith in

you and purchase more goods and

services from you. What people think

and say about you while you are not

around creating your personal brand.

Your reputation can make or break your

career. It makes you more noticeable in

the crowd.

I M P O R T A N C E  O F  P E R S O N A L  B R A N D I N G

P E R S O N A L  B R A N D I N G  A N D  D I G I T A L  A G E

Making an impact is more crucial than

ever in a time when people’s attention

spans are dwindling by the minute. The

best way to accomplish this is through

developing a strong and significant

brand identity. You need to build a

successful brand if you want to build a

successful business.

Additionally, personal branding can aid

in developing trust with potential clients

and customers. They will be more

inclined to work with you if they can tell

that you are knowledgeable in your

industry and that you have a strong

personal brand. Thus, developing a

personal brand is crucial for anybody

who wants to flourish in the modern

digital world.

P E R S O N A L  B R A N D I N G  S T R A T E G I E S

Personal branding is crucial since it

reflects your identity. Without a strong

personal brand, you will not be able to

gain the three things that matter the

most: reliability, correspondence, and

trust. You can draw the correct audience

to you by being genuine and sharing

your interests and expertise.

The power of personal branding lies in

that. It makes expanding your business

simpler.

In this article, we will discuss some of

the best strategies for personal

branding, which can be used as head-

start for your career in the world of

business. 10



1)Authenticity 

Being authentic is crucial when it comes to personal branding. The main issue most

budding entrepreneurs face is that they try to become someone they are not.

Consequently, it gets difficult over time to maintain the flawless look. As far as, social

media is concerned, use your official identity. This will make you discoverable. You would

not want to make it difficult for your clients to find you online.

2)Deliver value to your clients

Generally speaking, you ought to be adding value. You develop trust when you assist your

audience in getting greater outcomes. Additionally, they will begin to see you as the go-to

guy. They will ask for your assistance the next time they run into trouble. They will trust

you more as you assist them more. Moreover, you should already know that people buy

from you when they have faith in you. So, as everything is interconnected, be careful to

add a lot of value.

3)Professional purpose

A lot of business owners prioritize short-term objectives. They only consider how much

money they can make quickly, rather than concentrating on the basic requirements, such

as developing connections and trust.

This is one of the causes as to why so many people fail. So, it is important to realize that it

is inappropriate to only concentrate on your financial objectives. Therefore, be wise and

concentrate on giving value to the service you will provide.

4)Life purpose

What do you want from life? Why did you become an entrepreneur? You will not succeed

if your primary objective is to make lots and lots of money. Business owners, who are only

interested in making money, typically do not care about their customers. Sooner or later,

their audience becomes aware of this and stops paying attention to them. These business

owners have to reestablish their empires. Hopefully, you are not one of them. You,

supposedly, have human compassion. Thus, discover your life’s purpose, stay focused on it,

and create your company around it.

S T R A T E G I E S
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5)Expertise

Strive for perfection. Make an effort to learn something new every day. As a matter of fact,

that will make you an expert. What makes someone an expert? If we look at all the leaders

in every business; it becomes easy to find the answer. They are very knowledgeable in

their field. They use their knowledge to benefit others. You should unquestionably

continue to learn and develop as a go-to resource. You will be able to increase both your

revenue and business.

6)Consistency

Consistency is very important for success. Colors, fonts, writing style, blogging, and

everything else should be consistent. For instance, if we talk about blogging, vlogging or

content writing, it is often seen that people can be consistent with everything except

posting .Most people fall short there because they are unsure of what to post. But the

problem of inconsistency needs to be solved for almost everything, even personal

branding. 

7)Re-utilize your content

You may make a video with the same advice, or you can give half the advice and advise

your audience to read the entire blog post if they want to learn more. Two pieces of

content, in various formats, can be used in place of one blog post. You can do so with any

of your previous social media posts, videos, or content.

8)Use the right visuals

How can a cheesy pizza and losing weight be related? They cannot and they are not. It is

impossible to eat junk food and expect to lose weight. Similarly, it is unacceptable to

promote weight loss while sharing pictures of cake and pizza. Your brand must be

represented consistently in your images. For instance, if you are promoting weight-loss

products, post images of healthy foods and active people. Share images of laptops and

smartphones if you sell online courses. Share images of musical instruments or paintings

if you are targeting the potential artists in your audience.

S T R A T E G I E S
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9)Know and connect with your client

What will you say if you are asked, “Who is your targeted audience?” If the response is

“everyone”, then it is unquestionably incorrect. That is because if everyone is your targeted

market then why don’t you sell products every time you come across a customer? A

person seeking a training in coding will not spend money on diet supplements. Therefore,

it is essential to understand the need of your targeted market and provide service

accordingly.

S T R A T E G I E S

C O N C L U S I O N

Applying the right ideas and tactics can enable you to build a distinctive brand identity for

your company and separate yourself from the competition. Employers are looking for

applicants with something extra that makes them distinctive in a world where everyone

has a degree. Creating a strong personal brand can help you become the person they

remember. Personal branding can also enable you to demand a greater wage. Therefore,

by spending the right time and effort to define your brand, you may get yourself one step

closer towards success in your job and beyond.

Sneha Koley
Teacher, M.A., English
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Piyush Goel, born on 10th February, 1967,

Aquarian, belongs to a middle class

family, elder son of Dr. Devender Kumar

Goel and Ravikanta. He is Diploma

Mechanical Engineering, Diploma in

Vastu Shastra, believe in God, believe in

Love and Friendship. 

The man of many talents has Hand

Written Mirror Image Books with Pen,

Needle, Mehndi Cone, with iron nail, with

fabric, cone liner, carbon paper, wooden

pen and ink.

M I R R O R
I M A G E  M A N

The multitalented man Piyush Goel can

write words in mirror image in two

languages Hindi and English.

He has completed “World First Mirror

Image Book Shreemad BhagvadGita”, all 18

chapters, 700 verses in two languages

Hindi and English.Besides all of these he

has completed “ShreeDurga Saptsatti” in

Sanskrit Languages, ShreeSai Satcharitra in

two languages Hindi and English,Sundar

Kand (two times).

Not only that, recently Piyush Goel made

an Amazing Things to the World “600

Caricatures in One Frame” of 36 by 23

inches White Paper,personalities are

Narendra Modi, Amit Shah, Atal Bihari

Vajpayee ,Chandra Shekar V.P.Singh,

Mulayam Singh Yada, Mayawati, Soniya

Gnadhi, Rahul Gandhi, Raj Nath Singh etc.

T H E

Piyush Goel Mirror Image by Pen -
Shrimad Bhagvad Gita
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O T H E R  C R E A T I O N S
By Piyush Goel

Needle - “Madhushala”

Mehndi Cone - “Gitanjali”

Iron Nail - “PiyushVani”

Carbon Paper - "Panchtantra”

15



Love begins with the ego. And then this love also

becomes the reason for the dissolution of the ego.

Most of the people have known love only that

whatever person or thing fulfills their need, that is

their love. Husband loves wife because she fulfills

her physical needs, wife loves husband because

she fulfills his physical and financial needs, children

love parents because children are dependent on

them, parents love their children because they

make their egos strong, we love our pet because

they don't let us feel bored in our spare time.

Love's Effect

There is love between the youth of two opposite

sexes because some chemicals have started

flowing inside them. Why have we known love

more than this? And whenever love is done for

reasons, it does not take long for it to become

hatred and hatred. The relationships which we call

the relationship of love get the most hatred,

discord and tension in those relationships. We do

not even want to see the face of the person whom

we did not get tired of praising.

Love for needs is not love, it is business. Love

means freedom and we know bondage in the

name of love. Love is always a sign of perfection.

Man is most conscious in love. We just want to sit

on each other in the name of love. We only do

violence in the name of love. We say that I love

him, so he should go according to me. We control

others in the name of love. 16



Where love means consciousness, we do love

unconsciously. And when we get hurt in our

unconscious love, then we say that love should not

be done at all. If you give the name of love to

foolishness, then you are sure to get hurt. No one

can define love in words. Love can be understood

only through negation, and it will be impossible for

you to know love until your heart is broken. Love

does not happen to anyone; we only fall in love. 

Now whenever we have a relationship with

someone, it is of love. Love is a state in which we

are in bliss. An uneasiness remains. How can a

person who doesn't love himself love others? We

should always start with ourselves, love. We always

want someone to love us too, but we ourselves

roam with hatred, violence in our mind for others.

Whenever you find you are alone in the crowd,

understand that love has happened. Love is not the

name of denying life. Earlier I used to deny God,

but now I know that God looks just like you, simple,

easy, intelligent. Being you is mine. Your name is

written on every moment of life. You are really

beautiful. When I saw you in front for the first time,

it was as if I had seen God.

You are with me every moment. People say

breakup happens in love but it is impossible that

breakup happens in love. Yes ego can be broken

but love can never be broken. You are, you were

and you will be. To be with you every moment. And

now I have to be with you every moment. Love is

the name of becoming one. Where are the two left

in love? There is no one left in love? The whole life

is now in your name. There is nothing I can say

wrong about you.

Whatever has to happen is happening, you should

never think that something is wrong with you.

Wrong can happen only to those who are

unconscious. One can never go wrong with the

conscious. Never make your child's mind dirty. Life

is a simplicity. How can one who does not know

love know life? We have to live every moment.

Every moment is new.

Publisher, String Production

Aditya Kumar
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Most of us have been taught by our history books that the

first women ruler to rule India was Raziya Sultana who

ascended the throne in 1236.

However, there was a dynasty called Bhaumakara dynasty

which was ruling over Odisha and part of West Bengal

during 8th century. This dynasty was established by

Kshemankaradeva and it flourished very well in the 8th

century. Even though initial rulers were male, this dynasty

had 5 women rulers who ruled for almost more than 50

years. The rulers were Tribhuvana Mahadevi, Gauri Mahadevi,

Dandi Mahadevi, Vakula Mahadevi and Dharma Mahadevi

whose rule started from late 845 AD and continued till early

10th century. Tribhuvana Mahadevi(pic below) patronised

Vaishnavism.

Their rule was much appreciated that time and were

efficient administrators. During their rule foes were

exterminated, glory spread abroad and harmony was there

among people.
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Stone Chains of Kanchipuram

First Women Rulers

The stone chains of Kanchipuram Varatharajar temple are

completely made from stones. We can make chains in metal

by interlinking one on another. But ancient Indians made

them solely from carving stones.

3 Longest Ruling Dynasty

Ningthouja dynasty has been the longest ruling dynasty in

the world. They ruled from 1st century BC to nearly 20th

century AD (33 CE to 1972).

They ruled over Manipur for above 2000 years and who had

defeated Chinese invaders.

18
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4 Brahmagupta

The man who gave the concept of ‘A positive number

multiplied by a positive number is positive.’, ‘A positive

number multiplied by a negative number is negative’, ‘A

negative number multiplied by a positive number is

negative’ and ‘A negative number multiplied by a negative

number is positive’

The book written by him also consisted of many geometrical

theories like the ‘Pythagorean Theorem’ for a right angle

triangle. Brahmagupta was the one to give the area of a

triangle and the important rules of trigonometry such as

values of the sin function. 

He introduced the formula for cyclic quadrilaterals. He also

gave the value of ‘Pi’ as square root ten to be accurate and 3

as the practical value. Additionally he introduced the

concept of negative numbers. 

Brahmagupta argued that the Earth and the universe are

round and not flat. He was the first to use mathematics to

predict the positions of the planets, the timings of the lunar

and solar eclipses. 

Though all this seems like obvious and simple solutions it

was a major improvement in science at that time. He also

calculated the length of the solar year which was 365 days, 5

minutes and 19 seconds which is quite accurate based on

today’s calculation of 365 days, 5 hours and 19 seconds.

5 Chhatrapati Shambhaji

Chhatrapati Sambhaji Fought 9 year long Battle against full

scale invasion of Aurangzeb Successfully without suffering

any defeats and simultaneously Fought Siddhi's of Janjira,

British, Portugese of of Goa as well as internal Traitors. He

was caught by deceit and tortured for 40 days still he didn't

accept defeat and made ultimate Sacrifice which was last

nail in coffin for Mughals.

19
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Among all the colours,

Black is the one I like.

It's beautiful for me

As it's the colour of 'The Universe'.

Perhaps,

The universe listens to me too!

Perhaps it waits for me

Like I do... on the sheets of my diary.

It wants me to have a heart,

Which envelops a lot of kindness,

With some sprinkles of courage...

And wants me to make it special.

When I feel like loosing, collapsing...

The Universe reminds me of the galaxies...

Which collapses too...

And creates thousands of bright stars.
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And then,

I want to move forward...

                 ...towards the Universe's embrace.

By Anamika



�বলা মন িদেয় শট�হ�া� িশখিছেলা।

শট�হ�া� স�ার সামেন বেস িডকেটশন

করিছেলন। হঠাৎ �বলার মা এেস

উপি�ত। স�ারেক বলেলন, "আজেক

একট�  আেগ ছ�� িদেয় িদন স�ার। খুব

দরকার আেছ।"

�বলা �তা িকছ�ই বুঝেত পারেছ না।

হঠাৎ িক এমন হল? তার মা তােক

ছ��র সমেয়র আেগই িনেত চেল এেলা।

যাই �হাক স�ার ছ�� িদেয় িদেলন।

শট�হ�া� �� ল �থেক �বিরেয় �বলা তার

মােক িজ�াসা করেলা, "মা িক

হেয়েছ?"

তখন মা তােক জানােলা, "�তামােক

আজ পা� প� �থেক �দখেত

এেসেছ।"

তাই �েন �বলা �তা রােগ অিভমােন

�কঁেদই �ফলেলা। �স বলেলা, "আিম

সঙ �সেজ বসেবা না।"

তখন মা বলেলন, "�ক আেছ ত� িম

�যভােব আেছা, �সভােবই বসেব।"

�ব লা

22



�সই মত �বলা পা�পে�র �থেক

আসা আ�ীয়েদর সামেন বসেলা।

আর পা�প� �থেক তােক �য

পছ�ও হেয়েছ, �সটা জািনেয় িদেয়

�গল। তখন �বলার সেব কুিড় বছর

বয়স। তার মেন তখন অেনক ��,

অেনক আশা। 

আবার এিদেক, �বলা মেন মেন এক�

�ছেলেক ভােলাবাসেতা। িক� �সটা

বািড়র সবার জানা সে�ও, কােরা

তােত মত িছল না। আর �ছেল�ও

�কােনািদন সামেন এেস দঁািড়েয় তার

ভােলাবাসার কথা �ীকার কেরিন। 

তাই সব িদক �ভেব, �বলা িবেয়েত

রািজ হেয় �গেলা। �স আসেল

�ভেবিছল তার �ামীর ভােলাবাসা

�পেয়, অন� সব িকছ�  মন �থেক মুেছ

�ফলেব। সাধারণ ঘেরর �মেয়রা �যমন

মন িদেয় সংসার কের, �সও তাই

করেব। িক� তখেনা �বলা বুঝেত

পােরিন, তার এই সরল িচ�াধারা

িবেয়র পর কতটা পাে� যােব। তার

জীবনটা কতটা জ�ল হেয় যােব। �স

একবারও ভােবিন বা বুঝেত পােরিন। 

�বৗভােতর পেরর িদনই �স জানেত

পারেল তার �ামীর �রাজগােরর

ব�াপাের তার বাবােক িমথ�া কথা

বেলিছেলা �ামীর বািড়র �লাকজন।

িমথ�া বেল িবেয় িদেয়েছ।

 এখােন আেরা একবার একটা বড়

ধা�া �খেলা �বলা। তারপর �স

জানেত পারেলা, তার �ামী তার

�থেক ১৫ বছেরর বড়। �সটাও তার

কােছ একটা ধা�া িছল। 

যাই �হাক, �চােখর জল মুেছ সব

িকছ�  মািনেয় চলার �চ�া করেলা �স।

হয়েতা এটাই মধ�িব� ঘেরর সাধারণ

�মেয়েদর জীবন কািহনী। �মেয়েদর

মন �কউ �বােঝনা, �কউ �বাঝার

�চ�া কেরনা। একটা সমেয়র পর

তার িনেজর বাবা-মাও তােক �বাঝার

�চ�া কের না। ভােব িবেয় িদেয় িদেত

পারেলই তােদর দািয়� �শষ। তারা

িনি��। 

িক� �মেয়টার জীবন এরকম

পিরি�িতেত মািনেয় চলেত চলেত,

এেকবােরই �শষ হেয় যায়।

একটা একটা কের �� �ভেঙ চ�রমার

হেয় যায়। 

�বলাও জীবেন �কান সুখই �পল না

তার �ামীর �থেক। তাও মুখ বুেজ �স

তার দািয়� পালন কের �গল। 

হয়েতা এটাই �াভািবক। মধ�িব�

ঘেরর এরকম কত �মেয়রা তােদর

সবিকছ�  �ামী স�ােনর �িত দািয়�

পালন কের িনেজেদর জীবনটা �শষ

কের �দয়। িবিনময় িকছ�  পায় িক

�স? 
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